Abstract. Cellular Automata is a discrete model studied in computability theory, mathematics, physics, complexity science, theoretical biology and microstructure modeling. This paper proposes a model to balance the flux and safety, to maximize the flux on each road whilst ensuring work well with safety based on the Cellular Automata. In order to analyze the flow of traffic, the traffic of threelane freeway and four-lane freeway are simulated based on the cellular automata model with the factors of velocity and density in the first step. For safety, a rearend collision model and overtaking lateral collision model were employed to analyze the relation among safety. Reaction time and distance are introduced in the model, and different vehicles are considered. Safety-related factors are also chosen based on back propagation neural network. At last, this paper establishes a model to examine the performance of the traffic flow under the multi-lane freeway in light and heavy traffic. It simulates the situation in real life based on actual data. The optimal relation and optimal value has worked out between flux and safety through simulating the situation in real life based on actual data. To achieve a better model, further discussion, is made on how to adapt to different situations with the keep-left, the unrestricted, and the intelligent system controlled. The experimental result shows that the number of lanes is not an influential factor under any circumstances. The maximum speed limit plays a significant role in light traffic while it is of no importance in heavy traffic. However, the minimum speed limit plays a significant role in heavy traffic while it is of no importance in light traffic.
Introduction
Recently, the safety of traffic flow has attracted much attention. It is of great significance to develop some models to improve the safety of traffic flow. Some mathematical modeling and simulation software are widely used for the study of traffic flow, such as, probabilistic model, Cellular Automata models, rear-ended and VISSIM software. Overtaking model began in the 1930s. Later, scholars from the University of California, Berkeley amended and improved this model. Even there are a lot of conveniences, such as for data processing, there are some technical limitations in the application of TWOPAS. Australian Road Research Board (ARRB) developed microsimulation software named Traffic on Rural Roads (TRARR) [1] . Compared with the TWOPAS, it can get more accurate traffic data such as, time and delays. However, there are some disadvantages in the aspects of data input. And in 1989, the Swedish National Road and Transport Research Institute (NRTRL) studied and developed the characteristics of two-lane highway traffic flow simulation software of Variable Timing Injection (VTI) [2] . T software was based on MS-DOS interface run and it can run their short-comings, such as cumbersome. After then, Jenkins and Rivet used VISSIM simulation software and driving simulator to study the process overtaking. And they recorded the process to analyze the interaction relationship between the driver and the conditions of overtaking. This method achieved more stability than traditional research methods, and the data records were easier and more accessible. It had a unique advantage in study driving behavior and psychological characteristics of drivers.
In this paper, in the first step, we proposed Cellular Automata a model [3] condition including Nasch model and Multi-lane. Most importantly, , a highway vehicle rear-end model of probabilistic model [4] , overtaking lateral collision model and the carfollowing model [5] were established on security. Then, we simulate the situation in real life based on actual data based on the above models by MATLAB to optimize traffic flow under security, including the three-lane and four-lane traffic. Also, the situations of keep-left-except-to-pass rule and under the control of an intelligent system are considered.
Compared with previous paper, our models are fairly robust to the changes in parameters based on sensitivity analysis. It means a slight change in parameters will not cause a significant change in the result. Different types of vehicles are taken into consideration, and the mixing ratio is based on actual data. We consider the length of vehicles and different maximum speeds which makes the model closer to reality. Our models are capable of simulating the situation in real life. The results also agree with common sense and life experience.
Cellular Automata model for flux
Aiming to simplify the problem, we restate the assumptions that each vehicle has a same maximum velocity max V (1) and the vehicles are in the same type (2).
In order to establish a model which can analyze the traffic flow of multiple-lane under the keep-right-except-to-pass rule [6] , the process of vehicles driving on the freeway was divided into two conditions:
(1) Going straight in the initial lane (2) Change the lane to overtake, and return to former lane
Fig.1.The flowchart of driving
In the paper, we use a state transition approach to study its performance whether satis fy the change lane condition in light traffic, and the heavy traffic situation is also consid ered. Next, if yes, the traffic starts to change the lane otherwise NS model initial lane is considered. So we can follow the basic logic framework of our paper is shown in Figure  1 to achieve whether to overtaking and how to overtaking.
First condition: NaSch model
To consider the traffic flux under the first condition, it can be approximated as a singlelane traffic flux problem. Then, it could be explained by the NaSch model. Analysis of NaSch model [7]  According to this model, the road is divided into discrete cells; each cell is either empty or occupied by exactly one vehicle at one time step. Position, velocity, acceleration and time are treated as discrete integer variables making this a computationally efficient model. 
Based on these rules with some further modification, we can get:
at is the acceleration of time t, the value is:
And according to the velocity, we can get the position of vehicle (
Second condition: Multi-lane changing CA model
Changing the lane happens when the driving of vehicle has been limited by driving conditions [8] . We consider the three-lane driving firstly. To measure the traffic flux, we define the maximum velocity of each vehicle in each lane which is equal (i.e. The velocity stays in the same during the overtaking.
To summarize these above, we can get the conditions:
And when the vehicle has satisfied these conditions, it will overtaking from right to left with probability and stays in the same velocity [9] .
Overtaking from left to right Because the deducing processes of the overtaking from left to right is similarly with the right to left, so we give the conditions directly:
When the vehicle has satisfied these conditions, it will overtaking from right to left with probability ,1 jj   and stays in the same velocity.
(3)
Return to right When the vehicle has overtaken from right to left and it needs return to the former lane (i.e. the right lane after vehicle has been overtaken) [10] . In this process, we do not need to consider whether the driveway qualified the conditions or the driver's tendency, because this process is mandatory. By simplifying the conditions in the two processes above, we can get the condition for this process:
As this process is mandatory, when vehicle has satisfied these conditions, it has to return from left to right.
(4)
Return to left This process is the same to the process of return to right. So with a little modification, we can easily get the conditions:
As this process is mandatory, when vehicle has satisfied these conditions, it has to return from right to left.
The calculate of flow
To calculate the traffic flux, we define the density  at time t as
Where () Nt is the sum of vehicles at time t , n is the sum of lanes, L is the length of each lane.
We calculate the average of total velocity of vehicle at time t :
is the sum of the vehicle of j lane. As for the traffic flux f :
ft is the traffic flux at time t .
Further, in order to make the evaluation for traffic flux more accurate, the rate of overtaking of vehicles and the utilization rate of the road are calculated:
Nt is the sum of vehicles that overtaking in j lane at time t .
3.
The development of safety model
For safety, a rear-end collision model and overtaking lateral collision model were employed to analyze the relation among safety. Reaction time and distance are introduced in the second step, and different vehicles are considered in this step. Safetyrelated factors are also chosen based on back propagation neural network.
Rear-end collision model
How to keep proper distance in cars is an important issue. A larger distance will reduce the capacity of road and a smaller distance will increase the probability of accidents [11] . So a relatively reasonable model should be established to keep safe distance and guarantee the safety of driving.
(1)When the vehicle in front is static or the obstacle in front is stationary, the distances for alarm are as (t ) 22
 the distance of reminding alarm:
(2) When the vehicle in front moves in a constant speed:  After the speed of the vehicle ahead is equal or more than 0.6 m/s than the vehicle behind 
Overtaking lateral collision model
When the vehicle behind overtakes the vehicle ahead, it can be that the movement of overtaking can be seen as a uniform circular motion. Minimum corner after the car overtaking vehicles is showed in scheme 2 [12] . After the car overtaking the minimum angle α calculation and the longitudinal distance assume as .
The car-following model
This paper discusses two vehicles traveling in the same direction and lane. We divided this situation into three cases based on the relation of the speed of them.
( 
After the forward car with the implementation of the braking vehicle deceleration and brake reaction time after the initial time, began to slow down, then the total distance of the following traveled:
In this condition, the safety distance between the two cars should be: 
(3) The speed of vehicle behind is slower than the ahead of vehicle When speed of vehicle behind is slower than that of ahead vehicle, this is a relatively safe situation. However, when the speed of the ahead vehicle slows down suddenly, the behind vehicle should have enough time to slow down. The time for the car ahead to slow down is: 
When the speed of behind vehicle is equal to the car ahead, the behind car must start to reduce the speed. So the safety distance in the process is:
Then, the total distance of behind vehicle is:
S S 
Because the ahead of vehicle is in a uniformly retarded motion [13] , its braking distance is the same as above. So, the safety distance between two vehicles is:
Then, the safe distance L is: 
Optimization Design of Traffic Flow under Security
Based on the data collected by [14], the vehicle is divided into three types in this paper. The first is the car that account for 60%, the second and third are the trucks and buses. The rucks account for 10% and the buses account for 30%. And each car occupies one cell. The length of a typical car is about 4m, so the car cannot fully occupy a cell. Considered the safe distance of different vehicle types, each bus and each truck occupies two cells to stay safe distance. We assume that the cars cannot move more than 4.8 cells, which means that its maximum speed is 129.6km/h at each time-step. Similarly, buses can't move more than 4 cells per time step, since they are large so that they cannot move at a higher speed. Lastly, trucks carry heavy goods so they have the lowest maximum speed. We suppose it is 2.5 cells per time-step, which equals 64.8km/h. The maximum speed here is based on the vehicles themselves. If they exceed the speed limit, vehicles can drive no more than the limit. In many countries, the maximum speed limit of freeway is 120km/h and the lowest speed limit of that is 60km/h. The role of speed limit is examined by comparing situations under different limits as the After that, we give a definition of light and heavy traffic. Then we explicitly define four factors and change one factor each time in order to analyze how this factor influence the performance of the Keep-Right-Except-To-Pass Rule.
We run several simulations with cellular automaton and find that the traffic flow can be classified into two groups. From the left diagram, we can clearly see that the vehicles with a high speed can continue with the high speed which indicates that it is not constrained by slower vehicles. This is a situation of light traffic.
From the middle diagram, we can see that no vehicle can reach a high speed, which indicates that there is congestion. This is a situation of heavy traffic.
From the right diagram, we can see that the optimal occupancy for a 3-lane freeway and a 4-lane freeway is between 0.2 and 0.3. Thus, in our following analysis, we choose occupancy of 0.1 to represent a light traffic condition and occupancy of 0.4 to represent a heavy traffic condition.
Through study of the traffic flux, we built the model and we set the values in the model. The road's length is 1600 cells, and the width of each cell in the road is assumed to be 7.5 m. Also, a lane's width is 1 cell and every time-step represents 1 second. We run 20000 time-step and analyze the last 1000 steps to ensures us to obtain steady-state conditions. The time step t is approximate to 1s, max V is equal to 5 (i.e. the maximum distance that each vehicle move in each time step is 5 cells), which is parallel to 135km/h (5 cell/s) . hope V is equal to 3, the correspondence which is paralleled to 81km/h (3 cell/s) . 
Based on the models above, we present algorithms to simulate the traffic flux. And the specific simulation steps for traffic flux are as below:
(1) Initialize each cellular on speed. Then, record the vehicle velocity and position at the beginning. When design the traffic flux under the keep-right-except-to-pass rule, we firstly consider the efficiency of our rules. Because the rules require drivers to drive at right unless overtaking, we can only consider the processes of overtaking as overtaking from right to left (1) and return to right (3) . According to the algorithm we present, we firstly analyze the three-lane traffic flux. When driving in three-lane road (Figure 4) .
Fig.4. Freeway status simulation of three lane situation
Based on the process of straight driving, the 1st lane and 2nd lane will appear overtaking process, and the 2nd lane and 3rd lane will appear return-to-the-former-lane process. In figure 5(a) and figure 5(b) , which are going to be the three lane and NS density-flux transition curves, the figure 5(a) shows the vehicle's motion when at constant rate of decelerate and is lower than the critical density is free motion, and with the increase of  , the flux of traffic f is increasing while the average velocity v is constant. After  is higher than the critical density, the increasing of  leads to traffic congestion. The average traffic flux is getting lower as well as the average velocity v in the figure 5(c) . Compared with NS's curve, proper overtaking could avoid local traffic jams and increase the velocity of each vehicle, which could accelerate the traffic flux. 
Four-lane traffic flux
As for four-lane traffic flux (Figure 6 ), it is a similar process to three-lane traffic while driving. 
Keep-left-except-to-pass rule
This is different from the keep-right rule. When just consider the traffic flux way, there is no difference between them. However when consider the safety, there is a big difference. Because the sit position of the driver is different between the keep-right rule and the keep-left rule [15] .
Under the control of an intelligent system
When the vehicle is under the control of an intelligent system, there will be no more probability exist and the mistakes while driving could approximate as 0. So the traffic flux and the safety will get higher when under the same rules.
Simulation and Result Analysis
Some inputs of our model may be hard to obtain or there might be some uncertainty in our inputs. Both these kinds of deviation might influence the result of our model. To test the robustness of our model, we implement a sensitivity analysis including percentages of vehicles, probability of randomization and probability of willing to Change Lane. We test our model in both light traffic and heavy traffic case. The analysis proves that our model does not demonstrate a chaotic behavior, showing a good sensitivity.
(F-flow rate, A-average speed, S-sharp breaking satisfaction, Q-frequency, STDstd. deviation of speed)
Percentages of Vehicles
We obtain this data from a freeway company [16] . Although the data are accurately collected, the percentages of vehicles may vary on different freeways. Therefore, we change the percentage of large vehicles (40%) by up to 15% to obtain the changes in our criteria. We observe a 16.61% increase in sharp braking frequency in the light traffic case. The other criteria changes little. In the heavy traffic case, all criteria changes little from table 2 and table 3 . This indicates that our model can be used on freeways with varying percentages of vehicles. 
Probability of Randomization
The probability of randomization p describes the random deceleration behavior of drivers. Obviously, this parameter is difficult to obtain and it may change severely under different circumstances. In our approach, we assume it to be 0.2 since very few data on this matter are available. We change it by up to 15% and the sharp braking frequency shows a 15.75% deviation from table 4 and table 5 , which is acceptable. 
Probability of Willing to Change Lane
We consider the case that a driver might choose not to change lane even if all the other conditions are satisfied. Obviously, the data are hard to get and it may suffer from a severe change during a short period of time. We assume probability of willing to change to the left lane and right lane are 0.5 and 0.7 respectively in our model. Therefore, we change the probabilities by up to 15% proportionally. The maximum deviation is 7.05%, which indicates a good robustness from table 6 and table 7 . 
Conclusion
When the traffic flow rate is low, the keep-right rule is better in promoting the average velocity. If there are no rules, slower vehicles will not change lanes unless for overtaking. However, it brings heavy traffic. According to the existing references, a cellular automata model based on the factors include traffic flow velocity and density was used. There are the average velocity, overtaking rate road, danger index and assess the performance of the keep-right rule by comparison the unrestricted rule. The results depend on the combination of the process of overtaking and safety. These results we get above all based on those models. In other words, hose models can handle most of the situation that similar to the traffic flux.
Rear-end collision model considers the reflection speed of drivers, the velocity and type of vehicle. It evaluates the safe distance between vehicles. What is more, lateral collision model well considers the relationship between blind angle of the driver and the safety velocity. So, the established models can determine the factors which affect security and select these factors individually after the quantitative simulation.
So these conclusions are given that the optimal occupancy for a three-lane freeway and a four-lane freeway is between 0.2 and 0.3. In fact, the number of lanes is not an influential factor under any circumstances. Further, we study the case in which the maximum speed limit of 108km/h (4 cell/s) and 135km/h (5 cell/s) and a case with no maximum speed limit. (The width of each cell in the road is assumed to be 7.5 m.) The maximum speed limit plays a significant role in light traffic while it is of no importance in heavy traffic are concluded. What more, the influence of minimum speed limit is studied by presenting two cases: a case with a minimum speed limit of 81km/h (3 cell/s) Vehicles will not exceed the limit due to randomization by minimum speed limit. However, they can decelerate due to safety consideration. So the minimum speed limit plays a significant role in heavy traffic while it is of no importance in light traffic.
